Questions and Answers as of March 7, 2022 to CHFA 246-Request for Qualifications (“RFQ”) for Resource Centers:

**Question:** Can you further define 10+ years’ experience acting as a customer facing resource for a federal funded or state funded housing assistance program? Would the operation of a transitional housing facility for youth under a federally funded program be eligible?

**Answer:** CHFA encourages any agency with the required 10+ years’ of experience acting as a customer facing resource for a federal or state funded housing assistance program to apply.

**Question:** Can you share the amount of funding that is dedicated to this effort or the number of households you are targeting for assistance? Is CHFA contemplating a role for solely online certification/underwriting of applications?

**Answer:** CHFA anticipates assisting between 3,600 – 6,000 households through the MyHomeCT program. Selected resource centers will be required to have an in-person availability as well as telephone and electronic options. CHFA has engaged a vendor to process and underwrite the MyHomeCT applications, the resource center is not underwriting these files. For more information on the HAF plan and its budget as submitted to U.S. Treasury please click [here](#)

**Question:** What is the “duration of the Program” for purposes of completing the anticipated budget in Section I in the Application for Funding (page 3)?

**Answer:** It is anticipated that funding for the program will be available the sooner of when funds allocated to Connecticut have been expended or September 30, 2025, whichever comes first.